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WHAT IS LIFE? THE PHYSICIST WHO

SPARKED A REVOLUTION IN BIOLOGY

On 5 February 1943, the Nobel prizewinning quantum

physicist Erwin Schrödinger gave the first of three public

lectures at Trinity College, Dublin. His topic was an

unusual one for a physicist: "What is Life?" The

following year the lectures were turned into a book of the

same name. One of Schrödinger's key aims was to explain

how living things apparently defy the second law of

thermodynamics – according to which all order in the

universe tends to break down. But Schrödinger's book

contains something far more important than his attempt to

fuse physics and biology. In that lecture 80 years ago, he

introduced some of the most important concepts in the

history of biology, which continue to frame how we see

life.



 At a time when it was thought that

proteins, not DNA, were the hereditary

material, Schrödinger argued the genetic

material had to have a non-repetitive

molecular structure. He claimed that this

structure flowed from the fact that the

hereditary molecule must contain a "code-

script" that determined "the entire pattern

of the individual's future development and

of its functioning in the mature state".



This was the first clear suggestion that genes

contained some kind of "code", although

Schrödinger's meaning was apparently not

exactly the same as ours – he did not suggest

there was a correspondence between each part

of the "code-script" and precise biochemical

reactions.

Historians and scientists have argued over the

influence of Schrödinger's lectures and the

book that followed, but there can be no doubt

that some of the key figures of 20th century

science – James Watson, Francis Crick,

Maurice Wilkins and others – were inspired to

turn to biology by the general thrust of

Schrödinger's work.



 The role of the brilliant "code-script" insight is less clear. Reviewers of What is 

Life? in both Nature and the New York Times noted the novel phrase, but 

despite the fact that in 1944 Oswald Avery published clear evidence that DNA 

was the genetic material, virtually no one immediately began looking for – or 

even talking about – a molecular "code-script" in DNA, although Curt Stern 

suggested that the code might involve grooves in a protein molecule, like the 

grooves in a vinyl disc.



 Part of the reason for this lack of immediate excitement and for Avery's
discovery not being widely accepted was that DNA was thought to be a
"boring" molecule with a repetitive structure – exactly what Schrödinger had
said a gene could not be. It took the work of Erwin Chargaff, inspired by
Avery, to show that the proportion of the "bases" in the DNA molecule –
generally presented by the letters A, T, C and G – differed widely from
species to species, suggesting the molecule might not be so boring after all.

 As early as 1947, Chargaff suggested that the change of a single base "could
produce far-reaching changes … it is not impossible that rearrangements of
this type are among the causes of the occurrence of mutations." The
culmination of this line of work was Watson and Crick's double helix model,
which was based on the experimental data of Rosalind Franklin and Maurice
Wilkins.



 But in 1947 there was a missing component in
biological thinking about the nature of the code, one
which was at the heart of Watson and Crick's
decisive interpretation of their discovery a mere six
years later – "information". That idea entered
biology through some applied research carried out
to aid the war effort.



 Ten years after Schrödinger's brilliant

insight, Watson and Crick's second 1953

article on the structure of DNA provided the

world with the key to the secret of life,

casually employing the new concepts that

had been created by cybernetics and

propelling biology into the modern age with

the words: "it therefore seems likely that the

precise sequence of the bases is the code

which carries the genetical information."



All cellular genes are encoded as strings of nucleotides

of the bases guanine (G), cytosine (C), adenine (A) and

thymine (T) within DNA molecules. Each DNA molecule

consists of two complementary strands in which A is

paired with T and C with G, forming the famous double

helix. During DNA replication, the strands are separated

and the enzyme, DNA polymerase, synthesizes a

complementary copy of each parent strand.

The substrates for the enzyme are deoxynucleoside

triphosphates (dNTPs), which are polymerized using the

parental strand as template, sequentially assembling the

corresponding nucleotide bases, one at a time, to the

growing strand.

DNA Replication



FIDELITY

 We tend to take for granted the ability of living organisms to

replicate their genomes accurately, but it is in fact one of the

most remarkable and essential aspects of life. The rate of

copying errors in DNA replication, what we call mutations, is

usually less than one in a billion.



High-fidelity copying is crucial for life because the

extraordinary complexity of living tissue requires an

equally complex instruction set, in which a single error

may be fatal. The genome in our cells consists of

about three billion genetic letters that encode about

fifteen thousand genes, but the genomes of even the

simplest self-replicating microbes, such as those that

live under the Vostok ice, consist of several thousand

genes written into several million genetic letters.

Although most organisms tolerate a few mutations at

each generation, allowing more than a handful into the

next generation can lead to severe problems, which we

humans experience as genetic diseases, or even

nonviable offspring.



In the last line of their historic paper, Watson and Crick

suggested that the structure of DNA also provided a

solution to the second of life’s great mysteries: “It has not

escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have

postulated immediately suggests a possible copying

mechanism for the genetic material.” What hadn’t

escaped their notice was a crucial feature of the double

helix, that the information on one of its strands—its

sequence of bases—is also present as an inverse copy on

the other strand: an A on one strand is always paired with

a T on the other and a G is always paired with a C. The

specific pairing between the bases on opposite strands (an

A:T pair or a G:C pair) is actually provided by weak

chemical bonds, called hydrogen bonds. This “glue”

holding two molecules together is essentially a shared

proton and is central to our story.



The weakness of the bonding between the paired DNA strands

immediately suggested a copying mechanism: the strands could

be pulled apart and each could act as a template on which to

build its complementary partner to make two copies of the

original double strand.

This is precisely what happens when genes are copied during

cell division. The two strands of the double helix with their

complementary information are pulled apart to allow an enzyme

called DNA polymerase access to each separated strand. The

enzyme then attaches to a single strand and slides along the

chain of nucleotides, reading each genetic letter and, with

almost unerring accuracy, inserting a complementary base into

the growing strand: whenever it sees an A it inserts a T,

whenever it sees a G it inserts a C, and so on until it has made a

complete complementary copy.

The same process is repeated on the other strand, giving rise to

two copies of the original double helix: one for each daughter

cell.



WAS SCHRÖDINGER RIGHT? 

Schrödinger proposed that genes were what he called

aperiodic crystals: that is, crystals with a similar

repeated molecular structure to standard crystals, but

modulated in some way, for example with different

intervals or periods (hence “aperiodic”) between the

repeats or different structures in the repeats. He

proposed that these modulated repeated structures

encode genetic information, and that, like crystals,

their order would be encoded at the quantum level.

Remember that this was a decade before Watson and

Crick: years before the structure of a gene, or even

what genes were made of, was known.



The first obvious point is that the DNA code is indeed

made of a repeated structure—the DNA bases—that is

aperiodic in the sense that each repeating unit can be

occupied by one of four different bases. Genes really are

aperiodic crystals, just as Schrödinger predicted.

But aperiodic crystals don’t necessarily encode

information at the quantum level. To see if Schrödinger

was also right about genes being quantum entities we

need to take a deeper look at the structure of DNA bases,

and in particular at the nature of the complementary base-

pair bonding, T to A and C to G.



The proton-mediated pairing of nucleotide bases is the genetic

code that is replicated and passed on at each generation. And

this isn’t just a one off transfer of information—like a coded

message written on a “one-time” pad that is destroyed after use.

The genetic code has to be continuously read throughout the life

of the cell to direct the protein-making machinery to make the

engines of life, enzymes, and thereby orchestrate all the other

activities of the cell. This process is performed by an enzyme

called RNA polymerase that, like DNA polymerase, reads the

positions of those coding protons along the DNA chain. Just as

the meaning of a message or the plot of a book is written into

the position of letters on a page, so the positions of protons on

the double helix determine the story of life.



The Swedish physicist Per-Olov Löwdin was the first to point out what

seems obvious in hindsight: that the protons’ position is determined by

quantum, not classical, laws. So the genetic code that makes life possible is

inevitably a quantum code. Schrödinger was right: genes are written in

quantum letters, and the fidelity of heredity is provided by quantum rather

than classical laws.



Notice ! Löwdin’s hypothesis has stimulated a vast number of computational

studies and remains a very active area of research. Moreover, half a century after

Löwdin’s hypothesis, our knowledge of how DNA replication is performed inside

living cells has grown immensely. DNA polymerase is only one among tens of

essential enzymes and other proteins involved in DNA replication that collectively

form the replisome.



CODING WITH PROTONS

The shared protons between DNA base pairs are quantum entities that have both

particle and wave character: so the proton is delocalized, behaving like a

smeared-out entity or a wave that sloshes. The position of the H the most likely

position of the proton—is not halfway between the two bases, but rather is offset

to one side: closer to either one strand or the other. This asymmetry is responsible

for an extremely important feature of DNA.



If the two protons that hold the genetic letters together were

each to jump to the other side of their respective hydrogen

bonds, then they would each end up closer to the opposite base.

This results in the formation of alternative forms of each base

called tautomers). Each of the DNA bases can therefore exist

both in its common canonical form, as seen in Watson and

Crick’s double helix structure, and in the rarer tautomer, with its

coding protons shifted across to new positions.



MUTATION 

A genetic letter in a DNA strand is a T (thymine) then in its normal

form it pairs, correctly, with A. However, if a double proton swap

occurs then both T and A will adopt their tautomeric forms. Of

course, the protons may jump back again but if they happen to be

in their rare tautomeric forms at the time the DNA strand is being

copied then the wrong bases may be incorporated into the new

DNA strands. The tautomeric T can pair with G, rather than A, so

G will be incorporated into the new strand where there was an A in

the old strand. Similarly, if A is in its tautomeric state when the

DNA is being replicated then it will pair with C, rather than T, so

the new strand has C, where the old strand had T In either case, the

newly formed DNA strands will carry mutations changes in the

DNA sequence that will be inherited by progeny.

First experimental evidence : W. Wang, H. W. Hellinga and

L. S. Beese, “Structural evidence for the rare tautomer

hypothesis of spontaneous mutagenesis,” Proceedings of the

National Academy of Sciences, vol. 108: 43 (2011), pp.

17644–8.



The results suggest that rare tautomeric

mismatches, despite their short lifetime and

relatively low populations, might play an

important and universal role in replication,

transcription, and translation errors

(a,b), Watson–Crick (WC) hypothesis of spontaneous

mutagenesis: WC-like A…C and G…T mismatches that preserve

the geometry of canonical WC base pairs and can lead to

spontaneous point mutations. (c–e), Löwdin’s hypothesis of

spontaneous mutagenesis: a double proton tunneling process

converts canonical into tautomeric base pairs, which can be

mutagenic when serving as a template in the next round of

replication.



So tautomers—with alternative proton

positions—appear to be a driver of mutation,

and thereby of evolution; but what makes

protons move to the wrong position? The

obvious “classical” possibility would be that

they are occasionally “shaken” across by the

constant molecular vibrations going on all

around them. However, this requires the

availability of sufficient thermal energy to

provide the impetus, the “shake.” Just as in the

enzyme-catalyzed reactions, the proton has to

overcome quite a steep energy barrier to make

the move. Alternatively, the protons may be

knocked across by a collision with nearby

water molecules; but there aren’t many water

molecules close to the coding protons in DNA

to provide them with such a kick..



QUANTUM ROUTE 

The possibility of quantum tunneling

The Swedish physicist Per-Olov Löwdin,

proposed that quantum tunneling could provide

an alternative way for protons to move across

hydrogen bonds to generate the tautomeric,

mutagenic, forms of nucleotides. Specifically, he

suggested that the canonical WC base pairs, A-T

and G-C, could be converted to A imino –Tenol

and G enol-C imino, respectively, via double

proton tunnelling across the hydrogen bonds of

each base pair



It is important to emphasize that DNA mutations are caused by a variety of different

mechanisms, including damage caused by chemicals, ultraviolet light, radioactive decay

particles, even cosmic rays. All of these changes take place at a molecular level and so

are bound to involve quantum mechanical processes. As yet, however, there is no

indication that the weirder aspects of quantum mechanics play a role in these sources of

mutations. But if quantum tunneling is shown to be involved in the formation of DNA

base tautomers, then quantum weirdness could be playing a role in the mutations that

drive evolution.



However, tautomeric forms of DNA bases account for about

0.01 percent of all natural DNA bases, potentially leading to

errors of the same scale.

This is a far higher rate than the one in a billion or so rate of

mutation we find in nature, so if tautomeric bases are indeed

present in the double helix then most of the resulting errors must

be removed by the various error correction (“proofreading”)

processes that help to ensure the high fidelity of DNA

replication. Fortunately, most of these mistakes are fixed

through various DNA repair processes. Repair enzymes

recognize structural imperfections between improperly paired

nucleotides, cutting out the wrong ones and putting the right

ones in their place. Even so, those errors promoted by quantum

tunneling that escape the correction machinery may be a source

of the naturally occurring mutations that drive the evolution of

all life on earth.

Blue Eyes. Originally, all humans had brown eyes.

Some 6,000 to 10,000 years ago, a genetic mutation

affecting one gene turned off the ability to produce

enough melanin to color eyes brown causing blue

eyes. This mutation arose in the OCA2 gene, the main

gene responsible for determining eye color. A Stone

Age man who lived about 7,000 years ago and whose

buried bones were discovered in 2006 has turned out

to be the earliest known person with blue eyes.

Consider how many times cells divide. To repair cuts, grow

nails, replace dead skin, grow in height, etc. Every time the

cell divides, DNA replicates and the body has to copy and

transmit the exact same sequence of 3 billion nucleotides to

daughter cells. Think of how likely it is to make a mistake!



Discovering the underlying mechanisms of mutation is not only important for our understanding of

evolution; it may also provide insight into how genetic diseases arise or how cells become cancerous,

as both of these processes are caused by mutations. However, the problem with testing whether

quantum tunneling is involved is that, unlike other known causes of mutations such as chemical

mutagens or radiation, it cannot be simply turned on or off. It is therefore not easy to measure

mutation rates with and without tunneling to see if they are different.

For the organism, mutations can be:

Harmful – impedes organism’s ability to survive or reproduce(Cancer – harmful for the organism. Uncontrolled cell growth leading

to tumours and impeded organism function, usually fatal)

Neutral –don’t benefit or harm organism’s ability to survive or reproduce (blue color of eyes, red hair

Beneficial – help organism’s ability to survive to reproduce, provides genetic variability (A recent mutation has been identified

some humans that make them resistant to HIV The mutation affects the proteins of the cell membrane so the virus cannot bind properly

Human’s trichromatic vision (ability to see red, green, and blue) likely resulted from a mutation several million years ago, Lactose

tolerance – the majority of the population is lactose intolerant. A mutation where a Thymine replaces a Cytosine resulted in humans

that can digest milk.

)



There may be an alternative way of detecting a quantum

mechanical origin to mutation, one that goes back to the

difference between classical information and quantum

information. Classical information can be read and reread

over and over again without changing its message,

whereas quantum systems are always perturbed by

measurement. So when the DNA polymerase enzyme

scans a DNA base to determine the position of coding

protons, it is carrying out a quantum measurement, no

different in principle from when a physicist measures the

position of a proton in the laboratory.

In both processes, the measurement is never innocuous:

according to quantum mechanics, any measurement,

whether performed by the DNA polymerase enzyme

inside a cell or by a Geiger counter in a laboratory,

inevitably changes the state of the particle being

measured.



If the state of that particle corresponds to a letter of the

genetic code, then measurement, particularly frequent

measurement, would be expected to change that code and

potentially cause a mutation. Is there any evidence for this?



A key characteristic of transcription is that some genes are read much

more often than others. If reading the DNA code during transcription

constitutes a quantum measurement, then the more frequently read 

genes would be expected to be subject to more measurement-induced 

perturbations, leading to higher rates of mutation. 



A. Datta and S. Jinks-Robertson, “Association of increased spontaneous 

mutation rates with high levels of transcription in yeast,” Science, vol. 268: 

5217 (1995), pp. 1616–19

They manipulated a single gene in yeast cells such that it

was read either just a few times to make small quantities

of protein in the cell or lots of times to make loads of

protein. They discovered that the rate of mutation in the

gene was thirty times higher when it was read at the

higher levels.



Quantum jumping genes?

Whether quantum tunneling plays a role in mutation at all.

However, no one has yet proved

experimentally that proton

tunneling only causes mutation.

The problem is that it has to

compete with several other

causes of mutations and

mutation repair mechanisms,

which makes unraveling its role,

if it exists, all the more difficult.

E. S. Kryachko, “The origin of spontaneous point mutations in DNA

via Löwdin mechanism of proton tunneling in DNA base pairs: cure

with covalent base pairing,” International Journal of Quantum

Chemistry, vol. 90: 2 (2002), pp. 910–23

Zhen Min Zhao, Qi Ren Zhang, Chun Yuan Gao and Yi Zhong

Zhuo, “Motion of the hydrogen bond proton in cytosine and the

transition between its normal and imino states,” Physics Letters A,

vol. 359: 1 (2006), pp. 10–13.



Jim Al- Khalili (A theoretical physicist at the University of

Surrey where he holds a Distinguished Chair in physics as well

as a university chair ) has focused on investigating whether

quantum tunneling of protons in the DNA double helix is

feasible on theoretical grounds.

The proton of a hydrogen bond linking two DNA base sites can

be regarded as being on two springs, such that it can oscillate

from side to side. It has two possible stable positions modeled

here as a double energy well. The left-hand well (corresponding

to the unmutated position) is slightly deeper than the right-hand

well (the tautomeric position), and so the proton prefers to sit in

the left one.



Adam Godbeer, a PhD student of Jim’s, involves using a

powerful mathematical approach, called Density functional

theory (DFT). This allows the shape of the hydrogen bond’s

energy well to be calculated very accurately by taking into

account as much of the structural information of the DNA base

pair as is computationally possible. Think of DFT’s job as

providing a map of all the forces acting on the hydrogen bond

due to the pulling, pushing and wobbling of the surrounding

atoms of the DNA. This information is then used to calculate

the way proton tunneling behaves over time.

Godbeer’s calculations suggest that, although

it is possible for the two protons to tunnel

across to their tautomeric positions in the A–T

bond, the probability of their doing so is rather

small. What the theoretical models do show,

however, is that the action of the surrounding

environment within the cell actively assists,

rather than hinders, the tunneling process.

DFT :A method of obtaining an approximate

solution to the Shrodinger equation of a many-body

system.



The task of DNA replication is central and essential for all life.

Quantum mechanical effects may be involved in the remarkable speed

and efficiency with which this task is performed inside living

organisms. On the other hand, quantum tunnelling might lead to

inaccurate replication, thus generating mutations that can drive

evolution. Despite the remarkable progress that has been achieved in

our theoretical understanding, experimental techniques and

computational capabilities, additional efforts will be required before

any conclusions can be drawn regarding these long-standing

hypotheses.

Conclusions
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